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Mistress Uses Slaves Tongue For Toilet Paper
The Insightful Story of a Husband and Wife Exploring Male Domination Continues! Fans of Powerone and Reese Gabriel will love this novel of a husband
and wife who found his mastery - and her submission - added just the right spice to their love life. Cindy and Greg are a happily married couple Cindy is
multi-orgasmic and Greg has incredible staying power. But now, Cindy has an urge to try something new, something she is afraid Greg will think is too
kinky or weird: she wants him to tie her up and dominate her. But Greg finds taking control of his wife is as much of a turn on for him as it is for her.
Eagerly, the two begin to live out their fantasies about bondage and when Greg introduces a hint of SM into the mix, they discover a new dimension of
fulfillment and arousal. Finally Greg makes Cindy an offer she can?t refuse. He will continue to satisfy her fantasies on one condition: that she becomes his
slave 24/7. That's when Cindy learns that living out her fantasy is all that she hoped it would be and more!
This eBook edition has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. "American Slavery As It Is" is a book
composed of first-hand accounts of slavery and its horrors. The work focuses on the afflictions that slaves faced, covering their diet, clothing, housing, and
working conditions. Harriet Beecher Stowe used "American Slavery As It Is" as the direct inspiration for her novel, Uncle Tom's Cabin.
"Come into my parlour said the spider to the fly..." An older, larger lady and her chosen male victim take a one-way journey into a world of total female
supremacy. The confessions of a mature BBW dominatrix. She tells how she enslaved a younger man -- and got away with it! Read how she ruthlessly uses
and exploits her naked captive! Lurid details of their life together as Mistress and slave!
Advanced technology. The multiverse. A life of submission. Alien Masters and Mistresses. These are just a few of the things Nicole had no notion of when
she woke on the morning of her eighteenth birthday, but was about to get a crash course in over her favorite breakfast. Six months later, stepping through a
device known as the Porking Glass, she arrived in an alternate universe where, thanks to alien technology extending her life and time running slower, she
would spend decades in training.
Explicit Naughty Shorts
The Young Slaves 4 Book Bundle
A Literary Archaeology of Black Women's Lives
Willow Gone Wild
Norse Security
My Wife, My Slave - Book 2
The Columbian Orator, an instruction book on public speaking and a collection of political dialogues, essays, and speeches, was
first published in 1797. It was used as a textbook in many classrooms in the United States and became the influence for abolitionist
Frederick Douglass. Its popularity continued into the 20th century for its demonstration of the power of speech and its importance
to the human rights movement. CALEB BINGHAM (1757-1817) was a textbook author, publisher, and bookseller in Boston,
Massachusetts. Born in Salisbury, Connecticut, he was educated and taught at Dartmouth College. His most famous works were on
public speaking, including the well-known The Columbian Orator. Other textbooks Bingham wrote on grammar and speech include
The American Preceptor and The Young Lady's Accidence.
From the bestselling author of novels like My Wife, My Slave comes an absorbing new tale of a very different couple! She turned
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the tables and made her husband submit!
Read the entire 9 part series from beginning to end! My Master has sent me to stay with his friend, the Mistress for a week of
additional BDSM and bondage training. Mistress challenges me in so many ways as she uses me, displays me, shares me, and
abuses me, I am confronted with my true nature. I am a slave, meant to serve my Master and whomever else he decrees I serve.
This version includes all of the following books, along with additional naughty scenes! This book includes the following
publications: Master's Wishes: Training With The Mistress, Day OneMaster's Wishes: Training With The Mistress, Day Two, Part
IMaster's Wishes: Training With The Mistress, Day Two, Part IIMaster's Wishes: Training With The Mistress, Day ThreeMaster's
Wishes: Training With The Mistress, Day FourMaster's Wishes: Training With The Mistress, Day FiveMaster's Wishes: Training With
The Mistress, Day SixMaster's Wishes: Training With The Mistress, Day SevenMaster's Wishes: Master's ReturnHer hands slide
over my body, then tug on the sash holding my dress closed. It easily falls loose, and the fabric drapes open, revealing my
nakedness. She smiles, then nods to the man standing next to her. He takes my purse from me. She pulls my dress down from my
shoulders and it falls in a puddle at my feet. "Ah yes, you are quite nice."You told me nothing but that I was to prepare and come to
this address at this time. She stops at a door and turns to me. I glance up at her, then quickly look down respectfully. "He didn't tell
you why you're here, did he?" I shake my head no. "You are to stay here with me for the week for some specialized training." I look
up startled and she smiles at my wide eyes. "Oh, sweetie, you have no idea." She laughs a husky, knowing sound, and I feel a
tremor deep in my belly."Welcome to your home for the week," she says. I shiver and hug my arms protectively across my body.
"Uh uh, none of that," she says and slaps my hands down. "Rule #1, at no point will you hide or try to restrict my access to the
beautiful body of yours. Do you understand?" I nod my assent. She tsks her tongue, "The proper response is, 'Yes, Mistress'" "Yes
Mistress," I respond, chastened.
Slavery in the Late Antique World, 150 - 700 CE investigates the ideological, moral, cultural, and symbolic aspects of slavery, as
well the living conditions of slaves in the Mediterranean basin and Europe during a period of profound transformation. It focuses
on socially marginal areas and individuals on an unprecedented scale. Written by an international team of scholars, the volume
establishes that late ancient slavery is a complex and polymorphous phenomenon, one that was conditioned by culture and
geography. Rejecting preconceived ideas about slavery as static and without regional variation, it offers focused case studies
spanning the late ancient period. They provide in-depth analyses of authors and works, and consider a range of factors relevant to
the practice of slavery in specific geographical locations. Using comparative and methodologically innovative approaches, this
book revisits and questions established assumptions about late ancient slavery. It also enables fresh insights into one of
humanity's most tragic institutions.
Nearly Forbidden Series, Book Three
Perfectly Legal
American Slavery As It Was - The Background Of Twelve Years A Slave
Hot BDSM Erotica
The Monthly Journal of the American Unitarian Association
Transformed into a Ts-Girl (M2f) by a Dice
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This book is a bundle of 3 previously-released stories, now ON SALE for the price of 2 -- so, buy two, get one FREE! Miss Debbie
Parker has settled in America, where she is staying with her dear old friend Miss Lucy Elcox, the owner of a large plantation in a
remote country location. Here many scores of males are kept in captivity, toiling in the fields or in the mansion. All have been
kidnapped and brought secretly to the estate. Some are convicts who have escaped from gaol, All are under the supervision of
female overseers, many of them negresses. There is in addition one female slave, the personal possession of Miss Lucy, who
uses her for sexual gratification. Ponies: Femdom Equestriennes Although she is no stranger to the world of femdom, Lucy's setup surpasses all of Debbie's expectations. Here, on her first full day on the estate, Lucy is showing her around. Slave Estate: The
New Old South Naked male slaves toiling non-stop for the female owner's profit, or used for the entertainment of said owner
and her guests. Mere fantasy for most… a living hell for these unfortunate male chattels! In the "Diary of a Dominant Divorcee"
series, we were introduced to the extraordinary world of Lucy Elcox and her estate stocked with maleslaves. Now, a visitor to
that estate describes a typical day. The New Girl: An Addition to Mistress Lucy's Estate Life on Mistress Lucy's femdom estate
continues. A life of ease and pleasure for the dominant lady guests, a life of toil and suffering for the unfortunate submissive
males. In this episode, the third of the series, Debbie receives a very special present from her bestie, Mistress Lucy… because
who says only males can be submssive?! Meanwhile, her personal male slave is lent to one of the staff!
My wish is her command. Ever wonder what it would be like to give in to forbidden temptation, or to play out your wildest
fantasies? Then look no further, because this book of very hot and explicit scenes will do just that. Keywords: short sex stories,
bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager,
examination, lgbt,fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy,
virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free,
box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the
house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck,
hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black
cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, erotica short stories, free erotica
books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free
eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished.
Cynthia was thrilled to learn that her mistress was having a dinner party, and secretly hoped that she would be used and
abused in front of all her mistress's friends. What her artistic mistress actually did to Cynthia, however, came as a painful and
humiliating surprise that thrilled her to the bone.
As a distinguished professor at a prestigious New England university, Peter Porter receives invitations to speak all over the
world. On such trips, he always makes time to indulge his sensual appetites as a Dom. But this spring break, he takes the
opportunity for some vacation time with Caile, the African American faculty member at his school who he collared while she
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was a graduate student. While she is his favorite, two of his other slaves, Spicewood and Adonis also accompany them to an
elegant Gilded Age resort and an upscale nudist camp in American South. It is a good time for him. His mixed gender harem has
stabilized and their polyamorous family seems on a sure path to a happy ending. However, in a moment of weakness, Peter
commits an epic betrayal that threatens them all. Can Caile and Phryne (yet another of Peter s live-in slaves) help him save all
their happily-ever-afters?
Property of Mistress Lucy
All are Witnesses
My Wife, My Slave - Book 3
A Collection of Sermons by Mennonite Brethren Women
The Hanging of Angélique
Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses
Property of Mistress LucyFemdom Lifestyle 24/7Miranda Birch
This work is about male to female transition and voluntary slavery. About dominance and submission. It
is partly a work of explicit erotica. FLR (Female Led Relationship) was the foundation in this
feminization experiment. Humans are complex creatures who have different motives for displaying certain
behaviors. Major drivers are love and fear, disapproval, and approval. The dice experiment was conducted
to see if the game could lead to a gender swap. We did not believe in that possibility. But it was
possible. That is why this book has become a roadmap for those who want to walk that path voluntarily.
This book is a source of information for Trans-women and Femidom’s with a lot of (sexual) techniques.
Labelling or generalizing e.g., LGBT are the tools of discrimination of the limited mind. Dominatrix
Nicole applied visible algorithms however social media use invincible algorithms which determines who
you will be. They satisfy and manipulate your need for love and approval. Your gender identity is now a
toy in the hands of the invisible owner of the Social Media. Today a man. Tomorrow gay or a trans-woman.
Today a woman. Tomorrow lesbian or a trans-man. The dice experiment is proof. Be prepared.
This book contains three previously-released stories at a special BARGAIN price. Here are three tales of
big fat bitches who dominate weaker males TOTALLY! Nudity and chastity are the rule for males here, as
well as total obedience. These submissive males are severely punished for any fault, however minor. And
they must worship EVERY INCH of their owners' big fat bodies. Oh, yes — these BBW are COMPETELY in
charge! TANYA HYDE “Come into my parlour said the spider to the fly…” A young man's fantasies lead him
into a unusual real-life relationship with a dominant BBW. He quickly loses control over events, and
descends in a spiral of submission, slowly at first, then plummeting down to his doom. He ends up as the
property of a very strict and demanding Mistress. There are no more fantasies now, only harsh realities.
And there is no escape! PERFECTLY LEGAL The confessions of a mature BBW dominatrix. She tells how she
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enslaved a younger man — and got away with it! Read how she ruthlessly uses and exploits her naked
captive! Lurid details of their life together as Mistress and slave! Gosh! That's a bit “News of the
World-y”, isn't it! (That's Weekly World News for American readers, I believe). Sorry, I couldn't
resist! Anyway, here is my guide to, as the subtitle says, owning your very own male slave — and getting
away with it! LOVE SLAVE TRAINER A mature BBW has gone into business as a “love slave trainer”. Husbands
and boyfriends are delivered to her well-equipped home to be trained as body slaves. The trainee will
stay there in captivity until he has learned to please to the Mistress's exacting standards. The trainee
is kept completely nude and in a state of total sexual denial. Of course he is teased — but complete
chastity is the rule! He is subject to a rigorous training regime until he has become a devoted body
slave. When training is complete, he is released into the custody of the lady friend who sent him for
training. He will spend his life in service to his former wife or girlfriend — now his owner!
Includes music.
Females of Vulvar
Forbidden Party - Explicit Erotic Taboo Sex Stories Collection
The Half Has Never Been Told
Trainingverse
How to Own Your Very Own Male Slave And Get Away With It
My Husband, My Slave

One Woman Learns Lessons She Will Never Forget! Master Donald Stevens and Madame Drew Harper enjoy a
reputation as the trainers and purveyors to contact when you want a quality, well-trained submissive. When
Shiori Tanaka, a wealthy businessman, places an order for two slaves—one for himself and one for his wife—he
agrees to pay their million-dollar asking price for each. Aware that Jasmine, their housekeeper, has the potential
to become the slave that Tanaka needs, they are gratified that she agrees to accompany them. They are eager to
begin her training. Then Drew discovers another potential slave who might just fill the bill for Tatsue, Tanaka’s
wife. With only a few weeks to provide two well-trained submissives, Donald and Drew quickly begin Jasmine’s
training with her first lesson in slavery. Their techniques are proven, but they'll have to be applied more
intensely than usual—and Jasmine will have to learn more quickly—given their timeframe. A few weeks later, the
trainers expectantly wait as Shiori and Tatsue thoroughly determine if the pair of slaves they are being offered
live up to their expectations—with a payment of two million dollars in the balance. Don't miss this brilliant sequel
to His Personal Slave.
Joyce, a sixty-year-old, cat-loving spinster, would never have become a Lifestyle Domme (only Pro Dommes are
paid) were it not for her latest work assignment--editing a magazine for submissive men. To research her
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audience, she investigates FemDom (as Female Domination is called in popular culture). Certain that she’s
discovered her true nature, Joyce begins experimenting with various facets of female domination. She begins
interacting with submissive men--teasing, humiliating, demanding. Now the youthful appearing Senior is
pursued by submissive men far younger and wealthier than she could otherwise attract. Determined to master
the art of dominance, she attends a convention of Adult Babies, joins a spanking society, gets served by Sissy
Maids, learns how to penetrate a man with a strap-on device, rides a human horse steered by a penis lead, dates
a wealthy man who craves electroshocks to his genitals, and acquires a slave. She details many aspects of
FemDom including ClubFem (with its slogan “Women Enslaving Men”), male chastity devices, a BDSM resort
where women rule, consensual slavery and FinDom (Financial Domination). With her newly acquired kinky
expertise and superior attitude, it’s hot and cold running subs for this over-the-hill miss!
House of Penheligon: Collars and Cuffs - Power struggles in the Dynasty of Domination - Rachel Penheligon
arrives at the House of Penheligon to a welcome, of sorts, from her two sisters; Danielle and Alicia. Immediately
she finds herself at odds with the iron rule of Danielle. Rachel arrives with an agenda; to include males at the
house, which, of course, goes strictly against Danielle's rules. Furthermore, Rachel soon finds that her cousin
Imogene is one of the resident maids, and denied to her by Danielle. Finally, an even greater problem stands in
Rachel's way; Danielle has doubts about her suitability as a dominant, believing she's truly a sub. As she twists
and turns to get her way, Rachel negotiates her relationships with the entire household as they fight to attract
her attention, causing more ructions in the house and causing trouble for Danielle. Because of its sexual content,
this book should be only read by someone over 18.
Past due. Final Notice. Overdue. Second Notice. Credit cards maxed out. Bank account in the double digits.
Willow was on the verge of losing everything and unemployment was just not cutting it anymore. Not that she
wanted to continue collecting a fraction of her previous pay but after nearly a hundred denied applications her
options were dwindling faster than her savings. She did have one option available, an option that guaranteed her
a stable income and lengthy employment. It was an option she had been avoiding for years, but now she knew
her only way out was to go to work for her best friend’s lesbian porn studio.
Slavery and the Making of American Capitalism
Containing a Variety of Original and Selected Pieces Together with Rules Calculated to Improve Youth and
Others in the Ornamenta
Glorying in Tribulation
Feminized and Abused
Ghosts of Slavery
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Mistress of Shadows
Examining the lives of three distinctive Caribbean women (a maroon leader, a mulatto concubine
and a fugitive slave), this study explains how the diasporic experience of slavery enabled
black women to claim an authority that they didn't possess in Africa.
The Routledge Anthology of Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Performance brings together a
selection of particularly memorable performances, beginning with Nell Gwyn in a 1668 staging of
Secret Love, and moving chronologically towards the final performance of John Philip Kemble's
controversial adaptation of Thomas Otway's Venice Presever'd in October 1795. This volume
contains a wealth of contextual materials, including contemporary reviews, portraits,
advertisements, and cast lists. By privileging event over publication, this collection aims to
encourage an understanding of performance that emphasizes the immediacy - and changeability of the theatrical repertoire during the long eighteenth century. Offering an invaluable insight
into the performance culture of the time, The Routledge Anthology of Restoration and EighteenthCentury Performance is a unique, much-needed resource for students of theatre.
In Glorying in Tribulation, Stetson presents a new dimension of Sojourner Truth's character.
Much of the information regarding this oft-quoted African American woman is either the stuff of
legend or is in dispute. This important new biography takes both legend and fact and sets them
into a larger historical context. The authors utilize archival sources, and other forms of
direct and indirect evidence to create a better understanding of Truth. We see her victories as
well as her defeats--we see her as a real person. Truth comes alive in the pages of this book
through her poignant, prophetic words and we realize that what she spoke of in the nineteenth
century is just as relevant to us today. Glorying in Tribulation offers students, scholars, and
teachers of American history and culture studies a comprehensive look and a new perspective on
Truth's contribution to American history. It is a long-overdue, exciting interpretation of the
meaning of Sojourner Truth's life.
This book defines the American Gothic and places it both within the context of the major
movements of intellectual history in the last 300 years, and also within the context of the
critical issues of American culture. From Poe to Faulkner to Toni Morrison and Cormac McCarthy,
many of the best and most critically acclaimed works of American literature have been Gothic.
The book will demonstrate how the Gothic provides a forum for discussing key issues of American
culture, for exploring forbidden subjects, and for providing a voice for the repressed and
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silenced.
Confessions
The Routledge Anthology of Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Performance
American Slavery as it is
Her First Lesson in Slavery
House of Penheligon: Collars and Cuffs
The Untold Story of Canadian Slavery and the Burning of Old Montréal
The first installment in the new dark fantasy science fiction series set on a planet called Vulvar, where females rule and all males
are enslaved to serve them. What if alien DNA was encoded in your genes and no one told you? Archaeology professor Tobias
Hart once would have laughed at such a notion. Hart, orphaned as a small child when someone murdered his father and his
mother disappeared without a trace, was reared by an aunt and uncle in upstate New York. Fortunately, after such a tragic
beginning, Hart’s life is much improved these days. He’s recently completed a PhD at Princeton and received his first post in the
academic world, a tenure-track appointment to teach at Stanford University. Hart is positive he is on his way to realizing his life’s
dream, a tenured archaeology professorship at a prestigious university. Until he stops in southwest New Mexico to visit a Native
American archaeology site on his way to the West Coast. There Hart’s life takes a most unexpected and dramatic turn. Camping
overnight near some ancient cliff dwellings, Hart glimpses an alien spacecraft moments before the aliens abduct him. Soon he
finds himself a captive on a strange, dystopian and barbaric planet where females rule and all males are slaves. As he struggles to
figure out who abducted him and why, Hart becomes party to a shocking reunion with someone he hasn’t seen in over thirty
years, his mother. She reveals that Vulvar is her home planet, and that Hart is half Vulvarian. Next she tells him the most
disturbing thing of all. Over her objections, the powers that be have brought Hart to the alien world for use as breeding stock. Like
all males on the planet Vulvar, Hart quickly finds himself enslaved, the property of a beautiful but ruthless Mistress. Just as Hart
despairs and contemplates ending his own life over being used as a breeding animal and the other realities of the harsh life his
captors have imposed on him, they offer him an opportunity to win his freedom. The group of physical, absentee Vulvarian divine
entities need someone to find and recover a valuable ancient artifact. Because of his education and experience as an
archaeologist, they deem Hart the only being on Vulvar qualified for the undertaking. The problem is they believe the artifact is
hidden in the most remote and dangerous region on the planet. If Hart accepts the mission, he may not live to complete it. But, if
he finds and recovers the artifact, the deities promise to return him home to Earth as a reward. Hart desperately wants to return
home. He wants his life back. But with such an infinitesimal chance of success, is the opportunity at freedom they offer worth dying
for?
100 stories of forbidden, innocent women taking every inch of goodness in their tight, tempting -- well, flip open this collection to
find out! Erotic stories of mouth-watering, filthy erotica... Tons of taboo encounters, loads of, well loads... Come and get your fill
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(these fertile women sure will be)!
Blackmailed into submission, the petty criminal Rod, now a feminised sissy slave called ‘Dolly’, toils from early till late for his
demanding Mistress, tarted up in a skimpy frilly pink maid's uniform. Even Mistress Melissa's slave girl is superior to him in the
pecking order. And he must submit to all kinds of use and abuse in this Femdom household.
The story of a middle-aged man who surrenders his life to Mistress Cali, a woman he meets on the internet, but barely knows, and
becomes her slave #4. He dreams of being her collared slave, living happily-ever-after in Martinsburg, West Virginia. But Cali has
three other slaves who have served Mistress Cali for many years, and thus he becomes her #4 slave – the low man on the totem
pole. He lives, shackled, in a stall in the barn behind the mansion. His body hair is burned away, he’s tattooed as a “slave”, his
cock and nipples pierced – and that’s just in his first week of training. He serves at the pleasure of Mistress Cali at her infamous
and lavish dungeon parties where he becomes a pony play. No-holds-barred BDSM.
Mistress Cali: My Year in Bondage
Slave Cynthia: My Mistress the Artist
The Story of a New Beginning
Femdom Lifestyle 24/7
American Gothic

These 4 Stories contain Very Naughty Erotica themes of Lesbian BDSM, Bondage, Spanking,
Humiliation Punishment, Domination and Submission as well as the use of BDSM devices.
Book 1: “The Young Slaves” Book 2: “Office Submission” Book 3: “Mistress Bride” Book 4:
”Restraints for the Soul” From Book 2: “Office Submission” In a desperate attempt to see
my Mistress, I decided to do the unthinkable. Surprise her at her office! But how? I
decided the best way would be to disguise my visit as a job interview. Would I be able to
pull this off without exposing her secret life as my Dominatrix? Some deep, twisted
desire in me loved to see how far I could push her. The rage she sometimes displayed when
I was bad would send me into waves of orgasmic ecstasy. I had known certain parts of our
lives were off limits, but my obsession got the best of me. Could this end of our affair?
Would this final act of disobedience finally force her to abandon me? Download “All 4 Hot
Stories” right now!
Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand,
accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different sizes of EasyRead are
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optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the letters. We
partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions
simultaneously released with publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to
the books they want to read. To find more books in your format visit
www.readhowyouwant.com
Ride with the SEAL When ex-SEAL Camden Thursday enters the garage at two in the morning,
he's intent on grand theft auto. Instead he's confronted with more than a hot car—there's
a sexy mechanic too. His high school crush, wrench in hand, projects a "Dangerous Curves
Ahead" warning far more tempting than any joy ride, but Camden isn't here to try the road
less traveled. He's here to jack a car and prove he can do more than manipulate computer
code for the black ops service he works for: Norse Security. So while Camden is looking
to get physical on this job, he was hoping for someone to punch, not someone to
plunder... Everly Knight is the baddest bad girl in town. As the daughter of a mobster
and a name in the auto industry for hot cars, she could rest on her laurels and let her
reputation proceed her. However, Everly has a deep dark secret: she wants nothing more
than a shiny, new, legal garage all of her own. She's just a few thousand away from
cashing in and figures that one last illegal car theft could finance her legal dreams.
That is until the geek from her past shows up as a hunky hero; letting Everly see that
it's possible to become more than just a tough girl. Undercover with the SEAL Ex-SEAL
Hunter Odenson has always been a big guy. Musclebound, strong, and silent, it's easy for
people to judge him on his body and forget that he has brains too. Hunter's looking to
change that reputation at Norse Security by earning the team leader position. At least,
that was the plan before he got stuck as bodyguard to a Hollywood actress. While there's
no better eye candy than Alexandra Valentine, Hunter figures it's a job that entails more
handbag watching than strategizing covert ops. Alexandra Valentine has made a living
playing the ditz. Hollywood likes their blondes bouncy and brainless and Alexandra has
been smart enough to give them what they're looking for. However, after years spent being
the butt of the joke she's ready to snatch screen time back as a leading lady. Going deep
undercover into a sex slave ring was supposed to prep her for her first dramatic role,
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but when things go wrong and she loses her best friend to trafficking, Alexandra's method
acting becomes a real-life crisis. Alexandra hires Hunter under the guise of protection,
but all she wants from the big boy is the training and muscle to save her best friend.
When Hunter discovers the position with Alexandra isn't what it seems, he's psyched for
the chance to prove he's ready for leadership. But sliding into the world of desire
lights a fire under their own attraction. As tensions mount and they delve deeper and
deeper into the world of sex, Hunter will need to decide if their growing love or his
need to save the day is more important. Battle with the SEAL Loki is the type of man who
can blend into any situation: the party boy, the wallflower, or the man who slips into
the back room and steals information—whatever is needed of him as an undercover SEAL.
Now, with his Wounded Warrior fund on the line, he's been given a job that could save it:
ferreting out a mole. But instead of a mole, he finds his perfect female counterpart:
another spy on the trail. And she's working against him. Mirabelle, "M", is a master of
disguise. A shake of her hair, a swipe of her lipstick and she can change from a
secretary to a sex kitten. Plugging the leaker in a data breach could finally gain her
the momentum she needs to advance her career.
The son of a pagan father and a Christian mother, Saint Augustine spent his early years
torn between conflicting faiths and world views. His Confessions, written when he was in
his forties, recount how, slowly and painfully, he came to turn away from his youthful
ideas and licentious lifestyle, to become instead a staunch advocate of Christianity and
one of its most influential thinkers. A remarkably honest and revealing spiritual
autobiography, the Confessions also address fundamental issues of Christian doctrine, and
many of the prayers and meditations it includes are still an integral part of the
practice of Christianity today. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
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Slavery in the Late Antique World, 150 – 700 CE
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (EasyRead Super Large 20pt Edition)
The Life Work of Sojourner Truth
American Slavery as It is
Adventures With Submissive Men In The World Of Femdom
Questionable Consent
"American Slavery As It Is" is a book composed of first-hand accounts of slavery and its horrors. The work focuses on
the afflictions that slaves faced, covering their diet, clothing, housing, and working conditions. Harriet Beecher Stowe
used "American Slavery As It Is" as the direct inspiration for her novel, Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Winner of the 2015 Avery O. Craven Prize from the Organization of American Historians Winner of the 2015 Sidney
Hillman Prize A groundbreaking history demonstrating that America's economic supremacy was built on the backs of
slaves Americans tend to cast slavery as a pre-modern institution -- the nation's original sin, perhaps, but isolated in
time and divorced from America's later success. But to do so robs the millions who suffered in bondage of their full
legacy. As historian Edward E. Baptist reveals in The Half Has Never Been Told, the expansion of slavery in the first
eight decades after American independence drove the evolution and modernization of the United States. In the span
of a single lifetime, the South grew from a narrow coastal strip of worn-out tobacco plantations to a continental cotton
empire, and the United States grew into a modern, industrial, and capitalist economy. Told through intimate slave
narratives, plantation records, newspapers, and the words of politicians, entrepreneurs, and escaped slaves, The Half
Has Never Been Told offers a radical new interpretation of American history.
With the recent success of the movie and book "Twelve Years A Slave" in mind, this title, as the name imports, gives a
true picture of the state of slavery in the United States in the first half of the 19th century. It had an important bearing
on the great controversy upon this subject at the time it was published. The evidence which it contains is minutely
circumstantial. A considerable portion of the book consists of the narratives of persons who have resided at the south,
and witnessed the treatment of the slaves on the plantation with which they were conversant. With very few
exceptions the name of the witness is given, and in the cases in which circumstances make it unsafe that he should
be known, his character for integrity is vouched for by some responsible person. In some instances also, but those
very few, the witness relates what was told him by persons on whose veracity he could rely. But the great mass of the
evidence is original and from known and named witnesses. Please be advised that this book contains very explicit and
detailed narratives that tell of torture, pain and cruelty.
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When a husband and wife agree to play master and slave, they unleash urges they never dreamed they possessed!
Now the master has introduced other slaves, and under his rule the wife has become their mistress. The discipline
becomes stricter and the submisson deeper in this third volume in the enthralling new series!
Mistress Pussycat
The Columbian Orator
Sissy Sex Slave
Master's Wishes
A Road Map to Become a Slave Girl and a Ts-Girl
BBW Femdom
Once a sissy always a sissy, unless you're this guy. He takes a jump from being a little sissy boy and humiliation to
full on sex slavery and bdsm abuse. Plenty of Masters and Mistresses Sub men and Sub Women this sex packed
story sure to please. ""Hi Leslie who is the new girl?" he asks. "None of your business, she's mine so leave her alone"
my mistress hisses. He opens the door for us and slaps my bottom really hard as I pass. "If your tongue ever wears
out licking her slit, and you want a real man inside you come back and see me". He leers at me. I smile at him and
follow my mistress down the dimly lit street towards the staff car park. A few youths whistle and make obscene
propositions to us as we tap down the ..." "After your training session you will have some time to prepare for the
evening. You will give yourself several enemas in case some of my friends decide to use you in that way. Then you
will dress yourself and get the kitchen slut to do the final lace up. Be ready to greet the guests at seven o'clock and
bring them to the lounge room. Now go and get a tray and clear the table". I picked up the dirty clothes and took them
to the laundry. Picking up a tray from the kitchen I returned to the bedroom to take the dishes away. The mistresses
were on the bed in sixty nine position busily licking each other’s slits. They ignored me as I cleared the table and
left. I left the tray in the kitchen and was about to leave when the cook said "Don't go just yet I want to adjust
something on your skirt". He showed me four small hooks around the hem of the skirt and ..." "instruct you in your
evening duties. Sue, you will go to your room and also prepare for the evening". Approaching the rack I find Sue
stretched to the limit. Her arms and legs are taught and her clit is stretched tight between her legs. Her breasts hang
through holes in the base stretched by the weights on her nipples. She is covered with welts on every bare piece of
skin. She moans quietly ..." "Once seated it becomes clear that this slave is different to the others. She is a
transformed boy with large implanted breasts. Although her penis is still intact she is castrated. She is quite beautiful.
Eventually there are eight young slaves sitting silently on the bench. Their masters and mistresses mingle and chat.
Whenever I pass one of them I receive a slap or pinch on the bottom as does Sue. One man detains me as I pass and
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tells me to put the tray on the bar and return to him. I do so and he forces me to my knees in front of him. He has
tight leather pants ..." "Please restrain yourselves and save yourselves for the long night of entertainment ahead".
Flicking my bottom with her crop to get me standing she sends me to the bar where there is a mirror to repair my
lipstick. As I do so I feel the barman's hand between my legs. He squeezes me hard so that I almost faint and laughs
as I mince away with my tray of drinks. Time passes as the guests enjoy the food and drinks. The slaves on the
bench are left alone apart from occasional inspections..." "nose and chin and fuller lips you will look much more
feminine. We also repaired the damage to your rectum and made it wider to reduce risk of damage in the future."
"What about my chest?" I ask. "Your mistress felt that a nice set of implants would complete the transformation. The
bandages will be removed shortly and you will see what a great job we have done." She leaves the room and I feel for
my little boy bits to see if they still there. They are. The nurse returns with a doctor. "Still a bit sore I hear. That will
soon pass. We will now uncover your new self. There will be some bruising but the swelling will have gone and you
will be pleasantly surprised at how good you look." The doctor says. Having released my bonds they sit me up and
remove the face bandages. I see myself in a mirror held by the nurse and am shocked by the change. Staring back
at..." XXX Adults Only 18+ Graphic Content
"Know that other ladies will also train you, use you. But be warned, slave Kyle, any report I get that you didn't give
the utmost and I will be most displeased. And then you'll find out just how much your domina is a bitch." Thus
cautioned, Kyle submits to Emory, a woman who has appeared in his dreams and who possesses powers of
domination beyond the physical world. But as Kyle endures the tests of the Haven, a mysterious place of leather clad
women and their slaves not on any map, not all is at it seems. There is another place only whispered about by the
dominant ladies, where Lilith holds sway in the underworld, and where Kyle goes due to the secret machinations of
yet a more powerful mistress. This mistress the others call the Domina, the goddess whom allowed Kyle entrance to
the Haven, and whom Kyle must ultimately submit to, if he ever wants to be reunited with his beloved Emory.
New light is shed on the largely misunderstood or ignored history of slavery in Canada through this portrait of slave
Marie-Joseph Angelique, who in 1734 was arrested, tried, convicted, and executed for starting a fire that destroyed
more than forty Montreal buildings. Simultaneous.
A Panty-Wearing Sissy Becomes Trained Slut Slave (BDSM/Sissy Sex Story)
Big Bossy Bitches
American Slavery as It is: Testimonies
Training With The Mistress, The Complete Story
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